While our collections speak for themselves, much of our work relies on a busy team of people behind the scenes. This year, we took on three enthusiastic trainees to help us preserve our most vulnerable sound, moving image and paper collections. They share our passion for preserving cultural heritage, and while they get to learn from our experts, we benefit from their fresh perspectives.

Alex Graham, a television producer who was responsible for the hit series *Who Do You Think You Are?*, funded the traineeships — the single biggest private investment the National Library of Scotland has had so far for helping young people into employment. Alex cites a love of libraries from a young age, and the assistance he received in producing the series — which could not have been made without the dedication of hundreds of years of archivist time.

“T’m also interested in preserving vanishing skills – not preserving in a museum sense in aspic, but by harnessing new technology,” he said. “Just as the technology is changing – and there’s a whole generation now for whom working in a digital world is second nature, the so-called ‘digital natives’ – there is still the challenge of the vanishing analogue world.

“T’m fascinated about the encounters between the technologies of different ages. What’s really exciting with these apprenticeships is that they’re learning the skills to, for example, use state-of-the-art technology to turn a wax cylinder into a digital audio file.”

The Library received more than 40 applications for each post, demonstrating the shortage of opportunities available to young people in the libraries and archives sector.

Here, the Alexander Graham Trainees reflect on the unique nature of the traineeships which combine the learning of necessary and precise technical skills with a creative assignment.

Jarvis, based at the Library’s Moving Image Archive at Kelvin Hall, is working on restoring and digitising the 1980s Grampian TV (now STV North) Archive. Most of the footage is on VHS tape, which,
in 2016, the British Film Institute warned was at risk of being lost forever within five years. Jarvis – an aspiring filmmaker – told us how he has found “watching thousands of hours of film so beneficial”. He added: “The raw, unedited footage is incredible. The competition for news was rife at this time, so the news outlets would all be competing to try to draw you in. It means there’s a lot of footage of some quite gruesome things – car accidents, oil disasters and house fires – which needs to be edited.”

Claire is nearing the end of her nine-month internship in the conservation workshop at George IV Bridge. She has been assessing and treating a sample of the Library’s collection of two million newspapers. “Newspapers were only made to last a day, of course,” she said. “One of their components is acid, which causes them to self-destruct. Big binding buckles and straps have also torn big chunks of material. But newspapers are the Library’s most frequently requested collection and so accessibility is key. Everything I’m doing is with a view to them being used and handled again.”

Nicola, the latest to join us for her traineeship, will be working to digitise our collection of 3,000 shellac discs – brittle and obsolete carriers which can easily be damaged or broken. She will be trained by an expert audio engineer who is one of very few still in possession of these skills.

By the end of her time at the National Library she will have made incredibly rare recordings of music hall entertainers, Highland reels and Scots medleys available for the first time.

Alex added: “Meeting the apprentices, and feeling the excitement and passion with which they talk, you can see that they’re learning, you can see them growing in confidence. Their horizons are being expanded and that is quite moving. “It’s a fantastic thing to be part of something which is helping people to grow and develop their skills.”

I’m also interested in preserving vanishing skills – not preserving in a museum sense in aspic, but by harnessing new technology.

ALEX GRAHAM
To mark the Year of Indigenous Languages, we will be showcasing our Scots and Gaelic collections through events, new resources and other promotional activity.

We hold collections of national importance in both Scots and Gaelic, so it places us in prime position to celebrate the contribution both languages have made to Scotland’s cultural heritage.

And with the large number of Scots and Gaelic items already added to our digital gallery, people all over the world can browse and enjoy even more of our collections than ever before.

To kick things off, we have produced a Scots version of our Library leaflet – translated by Michael Dempster, the resident Scots Scriever – as a small step towards giving Scots a visible presence in our buildings.

Also throughout the year, the Scriever will be running Scots café events in...
Glasgow and Edinburgh as well as further afield. These are friendly, informal drop-in sessions open to anyone with an interest in learning and speaking Scots to have a blether (chat) in couthie (sociable) surroundings. Keep an eye out on our social media channels for details of venues and times.

In the meantime, visit Wee Windaes (wee-windaes.nls.uk), our dedicated dual language Scots/English website showcasing digitised items from our collections written in Scots from the 15th to the 20th centuries.

We have a world-class body of Gaelic material in our collections. Gaelic manuscripts held in the National Library date from the Middle Ages to the present time, with the older manuscripts forming the largest collection of late medieval Scottish Gaelic manuscripts in the world. Our range of modern Gaelic manuscripts continues to grow as we collect the archives of literary authors and cultural institutions. We also hold well over 3,000 printed works of Gaelic interest, including books written in Gaelic and other Celtic languages.

1. GAELIC CHARMS
   Part of a medical compendium assembled by the Beaton family of Mull, hereditary Gaelic physicians to the Scottish kings

2. ORAIN GHAIĐHEALACH
   Gaelic songbook published in 1804

3. AN DEO-GRÉINE
   Official monthly magazine of An Comunn Gaidhealach, founded in Oban in 1891 as a vehicle for the preservation and development of the Gaelic language

Throughout the year, the Scots Scriever will be running Scots café events in Glasgow and Edinburgh.

as well as books about the Gaels, their language, literature, culture and history. Many of the items are dispersed throughout the collections.

The richness of the Library’s holdings of Gaelic publications has been much enhanced over the years by the addition of a number of important special collections of Gaelic and Gaelic-related material. These include the Ossian Collection, the Blair Collection, the Matheson Collection and the Oban Cathedral Collection.

Bòrd na Gàidhlig has approved the second edition of our Gaelic Language Plan – with a range of initiatives taking us up to 2024.

In October, we will be meeting and greeting attendees to the Royal National Mòd, taking place in Glasgow, with a stand showcasing our Gaelic collections and resources including our new Gaelic music learning resource Ceòl nan Gàidheal. As part of the Mòd Fringe programme, we will have a range of activities at Kelvin Hall including a display of manuscript, rare book, music and modern collection items along with music workshops for primary schools.

Whether you are interested in Scots, Gaelic or both, we’ve got a kist o treasures waiting for you at the Library so thig a-steach, come awa in!

PRINTED RARITIES

The oldest printed Gaelic book held by the Library is a translation of John Calvin’s Catéchisme de l’Eglise de Genève.

The Gaelic version, Achtìochd an chreidimh comhghall uile le dothair an maighster, an leannach, was produced in 1631 by the Edinburgh printer John Wreittoun. We hold the only known copy of this, the second work ever printed in Gaelic.

It’s worth noting that in 1631, nearly 70 years had elapsed since the printing of the first book in Gaelic (Bishop John Carswell’s translation into Gaelic of the Book of Common Order or ‘Knox’s Liturgy’, originally published in 1560).
**McNaughtan’s**

*Bookshop & Gallery*

Scotland's oldest secondhand and antiquarian bookshop (est. 1957)

Books bought & sold | Catalogues issued | New bolting Typewronger Books

3a & 4a Haddington Place
Edinburgh, EH7 4AE

Tuesday - Saturday 11am - 5pm

+44 (0)131 556 3897
info@mcnaughtans.co.uk
www.mcnaughtans.co.uk

Edinburgh’s newest bookshop!

New books, typewriters, jelly babies, magic & chat

www.typewronger.com
07486 610 302
tom@typewronger.com

Typewronger Books
find us at McNaughtan’s, 4a Haddington Place, EH7 4AE

---

**THE SCOTTISH GENEALOGY SOCIETY**

*Family History Centre*

All Scotland’s OPRs on film... census records...
Largest MI collection in Scotland and free access to
www.ancestry.co.uk and www.findmypast.co.uk

Open 5 days a week, except Friday & Sunday
Contact us at 15 Victoria Terrace, Edinburgh EH1 2IL

Telephone 031 220 3677
enquiries@scotsgenealogy.com
www.scotsgenealogy.com

---

**P.B.F.A.**

**BOOK FAIRS IN SCOTLAND 2019**

**AUGUST ’19**

**Sat 3**

GLAMIS
Bridge View House,
Glamis, Forfar
DD8 1QJ
9am-4pm. £1

Sun 4

BALLATER
Victoria Hall,
Station Square,
Ballater AB35 5QB
10am-5pm. £1

**SEPT ’19**

**Fri 7**

**EDINBURGH**

Radisson Blu Hotel,
80 High Street,
Royal Mile,
Edinburgh
EN1 1TH
9am-4pm. £1

**OCTOBER ’19**

**Sun 27**

**ABERDEEN**

Hilton Treetops Hotel,
161 Spring Road,
Aberdeen AB15 7AQ
10am-4:30pm £1

**NOVEMBER ’19**

**Sat 30**

**EDINBURGH**

Dunedin Suite,
Radisson Blu Hotel,
80 High Street,
Royal Mile,
Edinburgh EN1 1TH
10am-5pm. £1

---

**Murray Pittock**

*Enlightenment in a Smart City*


Find out more and order online at
edinburghuniversitypress.com

---

**Why did Enlightenment happen in Edinburgh?**

For more information on P.B.F.A bookfairs, please visit the website or contact us using the details below.

---

**PBFA, The Old Coach House,**

**16 Melbourn St, Royston, SG8 7BZ**

**Tel: 01763 248400 email: info@pbfa.org**

For up to date fair details

www.pbfa.org
The Elizabeth Soutar Bookbinding competition was established by the National Library in 1993 to support excellence in craft bookbinding, with the first prizegiving ceremony taking place in May 1994. It was generously sponsored by Mrs Elizabeth A Clark (formerly Soutar) of Moray – in memory of her late parents – from 1993 until her death in 2008. Thanks to a bequest from her, the competition has continued with support from the Magnus and Janet Soutar Fund.

The competition was initially only open to UK residents, but in 1995 was extended to include entries from the European Union. It has aimed to encourage the practice and development of binding skills which display individual expression and originality. Each binding must be the entrant’s own work, without any collaboration.

The panel of judges, who come from the worlds of publishing and bookbinding, as well as from Scottish libraries, select a best creative and a best craft binding, with additional prizes on offer for the best student entrants. The winning bindings are subsequently donated to the Library’s special and commissioned bindings collection.

There are no restrictions on the materials to be used to create each binding. The Library has thus been fortunate to receive visually stunning and highly original examples of bookbinding over the last 25 years, as can be seen from the examples reproduced here.

More details on the competition and how to enter can be found on the Library’s website: www.nls.uk/events/annual-competitions/bookbinding

Paul Charles Delrue, Remembering Charles Rennie Mackintosh was the first winner of the competition

Claudia Richter, Song of Myself, Best Craft Prize - Overall Category 2016

Tom McEwan, Faust, Best Overall Prize 2007
WIGTOWN BOOK FESTIVAL
27 SEPTEMBER-6 OCTOBER 2019

wigtownbookfestival.com
O1988 403222 SOUTHWEST SCOTLAND

Beyond Borders
International Festival

24-25 August 2019
Traquair House, Innerleithen, EH44 6PW

Programme & Box Office: 0131 290 2686
www.beyondbordersscotland.com

“It’s intimate, it’s expansive, it’s joyful and an engaging festival to be at”
Razia Iqbal, Journalist and Broadcaster
EXPLORE THE LIBRARY

Great Library resources...

We have about 30 million printed items in our collections. That’s before you get to the two million maps, 32,000 films, three miles of manuscripts, and photographs by the thousand. We’re in three locations in two cities – and online at www.nls.uk ... come to us to find the answer you need.

MAIN VISITOR CENTRE
Where you will find our print collections, rare books, and manuscripts, as well as reading rooms and digital facilities – not to mention the exhibition space, café and shop.

George IV Bridge
Edinburgh EH1 1EW
Phone: 0131 623 3700
Email: enquiries@nls.uk
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
09:30–19:00
Wednesday 10:00–19:00
Friday and Saturday 09:30–17:00

FILM AND DIGITAL COLLECTIONS
Ideal for informal browsing or for those seeking a specialist viewing – or if you want access to our outstanding digital facilities.

Kelvin Hall
1445 Argyle Street
Glasgow G3 8AW
Phone: 0845 366 4629
Email: kelvinhall@nls.uk
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday 10:00–17:00
Wednesday 13:30–20:00

MAPS
Our Maps Reading Room is available by appointment. Come in and see the world.

Causewayside Building
33 Salisbury Place
Edinburgh EH9 1SL
Phone: 0131 623 4660
Email: maps@nls.uk
Monday–Thursday
10:00–13:00
14:00–17:00

@ONLINE AT www.nls.uk
The resources available on our website are vast and growing, including digital versions of reference works, full-text facsimiles and business databases.

If you live in Scotland and register with the Library, many of these resources are freely available.

ALREADY KNOW WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR?
Save yourself time. Pre-order your material before coming to the Library. You will find our catalogue on our website. If you don’t have a Library card but want to enquire about an item, phone 0131 623 3820 or complete our enquiry form www.nls.uk/contact/ask-a-librarian

Join YOUR NATIONAL LIBRARY TODAY!
MEMORY LANE

Shellac in the old routine

We hold more than 6,000 78rpm discs in our collections, ranging from the early 1900s up to 1960 and covering many of the well-known and lesser-known musicians, singers and entertainers of the era.

Most of the National Library of Scotland’s 78s are part of the Dean–Myatt Collection. William Dean–Myatt is a record collector based in the West Midlands, who acquired his vast collection over 70 years.

From an initial interest in jazz, his special interest in 78s of Scottish music stemmed from his familiarity with music played by his relatives north of the border.

His vast research resulted in the creation of the Scottish Vernacular Discography, available on our website: www.nls.uk/catalogues/scottish-discography

The Dean–Myatt Collection is now fully catalogued and details are available to view on Library Search: nls.uk/catalogues

Meanwhile, we are digitising many of our discs and soon people will be able to listen to Scotland’s musical past on our website.

1. Milheadh nam braithrean; Joan Mackenzie; Glasgow: Gaelfonn, c.1960
2. Ball O’ Kirriemeer; Willie Kemp; London: Beltona, 1937.
4. Highland Schottische; Peter Wyper; New York: Columbia-Rena, 1907
5. Crookit Bawbee; Maggie Robertson and P.S. Richardson; London: Regal, 1911.
Can you imagine a different Scotland, a Scotland where women are commemorated in statues and streets and buildings – even in the hills and valleys?

In this guide, streets, buildings, statues and monuments are dedicated to real women, telling their often unknown stories.

OUT NOW – £16.99
Rare Books, Manuscripts, Maps & Photographs

We hold dedicated book auctions in Scotland three times per year; in June, October & February.

We are currently accepting entries.

For more information, or for a free sales valuation, please call us on 0131 557 6844, or email simon.vickers@lyonandturnbull.com or cynthiamarsden@lyonandturnbull.com

MEYER, HENRY LEONARD
ILLUSTRATIONS OF BRITISH BIRDS
Estimate £2,000 - 3,000 + fees. To be offered 19 June 2019.

LYON & TURNBULL
AUCTIONEERS SINCE 1826

EDINBURGH  GLASGOW  LONDON  www.lyonandturnbull.com